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A goal without a plan is just a wish ~ Antoine de Saint-Exupery. Goals Notebook and Planners 200 pages provide space for personal reflection, making lists, for your daily goals, priorities, appointments, and more. SIZE- With its 15,24 x 22,86 cm (6" x 9"), you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size easy to carry. ESSENTIAL for businesswomen, businessmen. Great as a birthday or Christmas present. Good gift idea. ACHIVE GOALS: If you want to succeed, you need to set goals. Without goals you lack focus and direction. MAKE AN
ACTION PLAN: With the notebook and plan know what you want to do. With a well-designed plan, you can achieve virtually any goal you set out to accomplish.
Description ; This beautifully designed notebook will make you the envy of all of your friends.. This one is for you! This is the a great gift idea for anyone who loves self-help and journaling. Your mom, daughter, sister or best friend will adore it. Use it as a daily diary or for your journaling your personal goals and aspirations. Way motivate yourself for happy life For write in adventure travel or other your bucket list It's a perfect gift for family and friends he daily journaling pages provide space to answer reflection questions, think, and record your daily
goals. Prompts include: How do I feel today? What will I do today to achieve my goal? What can I do for other people today? What makes me grateful and happy? Weekly, monthly, and quarterly reviews are incorporated into the pages to help you accomplish your long-term goals. Get your life on track with golden goals
This spectacularly designed field graph notebook is a wonderful multi-purpose: This is a lined composition notebook for sketching journals, jotting down thoughts, ideas and writing notes. The size of paper is 8.5 by 11 inches; this notebook is durable to withstand any activities and adventures. The unlined paper is made with 60lb - 90 GSM paper to prevent ink leakage. The notebook is comparable to a letter-sized notebook. Specifications: Dimensions: 8.5" x 11" (Letter Size) Layout: Lined Filed Graph Paper Cover: Soft, matte laminated paperback cover
Paper Color: White Pages: 110 Made with passion, love and inspirations for motivating the owner in positive ways. 8 Benefits of Keeping a Journal or Diary 1. Improve your writing. If you have ever wanted to practice or improve your writing, the best thing to do is write. 2. Inspire creativity. Everyone is creative. If you don't think you are, then maybe you haven't tried. Your journal is a place to write down anything that comes to mind. The crazier the idea, the better. Let your imagination wander to the farthest parts of your mind and record the journey.
3. Brainstorm ideas more effectively. The benefits of journal writing are that you are able to keep all of your ideas in one place, no matter how all over the place they may be. Feel free to jot down whatever pops into your head and let your mind wander. 4. Stay organized. Diaries help keep your thoughts organized and comprehensible. You can record daily musings, the feelings you had about a certain experience or the opinions you had about a specific event. 5. Reduce stress. Writing down your feelings acts as a release and can be very cleansing. If
you are able to put your anxieties, frustrations and pains on paper, then you are less likely to harbor them inside, which creates stress. 6. Allow yourself to self-reflect. To quote Ferris Bueller, "Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it." Our lives can become very hectic, making it easy to get caught up in the day-to-day. Responsibilities and expectations start to consume us. Journaling is a way to take a step back from all of that and reflect on yourself. 7. Achieve your goals. It is known that you are
more likely to achieve your goals if you write them down. By keeping a diary, you not only can write down a list of ambitions and aspirations, you can expand on them. You can monitor your progress and continue to motivate yourself by documenting new developments and achievements. 8. Improve your memory. By writing down ideas and thoughts you have had throughout the day, your brain is more likely to store that information. If you learn something new, a diary is a place to store the details, but as you recover those facts and write them down,
your brain will make stronger connections with that information and you will have an easier time recalling it.
"I'm convinced that about half of what separates the successful entrepreneurs from the non-successful ones is pure perseverance.," Steve Jobs. The Notebook of SUCCESS is The only notebook that has 100 of the World's Most Successful Men of their careers inspire you with their sayings daily, at every page turn! The book contains: - 200 ruled pages. - Each page with non-fixed date blank - Every double page throughout the notebook, contains 100 quotes from the 100 icons who are regarded as the greatest success of their fields; for example, Sir
Winston Churchill, John D. Rockefeller, Bob Dylan, Pope Francis, Leo Tolstoy, Martin Luther King Jr., & Christopher Columbus, among others. All quotable persons are men from various walks of life, while they are considered No.1 in what they do; from The world's richest billionaires to The greatest footballer of the 20th century!, from The Nobel Peach Prize winner to The best performing CEO in the world!, or from The most acclaimed author to The best basketball player of all time! Quotes are meticulously shortlisted so they are the most valuable &
inspiring sayings that allow readers walk shoulder to shoulder with those Number Ones! For the purpose of journaling one's achievements daily, noting down quotes worth keeping, jotting down ideas, or taking notes at one's own will, The Notebook of SUCCESS would be a perfect gift for yourself, or any success determining men you know.
Journal for Men-women to Write In: "I'm Convinced that about Half of what Separates the Successful Entrepreneurs from the Non-successful Ones is Pure Perseverance.", Steve Jobs.
The Notebook of SUCCESS 2020 !! Start a New Routine
The Notebook
The Secret to Success
The Things You Hide in Your Heart Eats You Alive Success

Every so often a love story captures our hearts and becomes more than just a story - it becomes an experience to treasure and to share. The Notebook is such a book. It is a celebration of a passion both ageless and timeless, a tale of laughter and tears, and makes us believe in true love all over again. At thirty-one, Noah Calhoun is rebuilding his life on the coast after the horrors of World War II, but he is haunted by images of the girl he lost more than a decade earlier. Allie Nelson is about
to marry into wealth and security, but she cannot stop thinking about the boy who stole her heart years ago. And so begins an extraordinary tale of a love so strong it turns tragedy into strength and endures everything . . . 2014 marks the 10th anniversary of the film adaptation of The Notebook starring Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams. This new edition includes gorgeous colour photographs from the film, author Q & A, discussion questions and an exclusive chapter from The Longest
Ride, the new Nicholas Sparks novel.
Success is often measured by financial successes and business acheivements. The intention of this book is to help entrepreneurs, leaders and individuals to reflect and re-evaluate their current level of success, to see whether it is serving them or the people around them. Where their notions of what it is to be successful have come from, and whether they now feel appropriate to them.Authentic Success is by its very nature a personal journey of exploration and there are no rights or wrongs
to each journey. What matters is whether it resonates with you. This book enables you to create a life path for yourself that is more harmonious for you to enjoy and experience, which in turn is more harmonious and satisfying for those around you. In that way we all could achieve more with less effort and less strife, which ultimately will help the world, become a slightly better place to live in. LID Publishing's popular Concise Advice Lab notebooks are designed to be quick and
comprehensive brainstorming tools and skill-building resources for busy professionals. The small trim size makes it easy to take along in a briefcase or purse. Interior pages are matte finish, so ink won't smear, and there's plenty of space to jot notes. A ribbon makes it easy to mark your place, and the elastic outer band keeps the notebook closed.
It's a Service World. To succeed long-term, companies must retain and grow their customer base. The Effective Manager's Handbook for Customer Service Success is the tool that will give every manager insight into successful customer service, from people to processes, from motivation to measurement. Including 52 quick and enlightening customer service tips plus weekly motivational quotes from business leaders and philosophers, the Handbook can be an asset to your company. The
Handbook also offers an action-oriented Weekly Service Notebook. This tool encourages simple but effective daily documentation of service successes to recognize employee performance. You can also document symptoms of poor service, the complaints and issues often identified but more often forgotten that become chronic to your company. Documenting symptoms enables you to focus improvement efforts and maximize customer retention. Whether the action is to recognize great
employee service or attack a recurring customer service issue, use this tool to document successes and symptoms. Review and act weekly. Constantly strive to improve your bottom line by improving your customer service. Every company in the world can improve its customer service. This book, in your hands, can help you begin Improving Your Bottom Line by Improving Your Customer Service...today!
The "The Notebook of Success" is a neatly produced, complete with 110 pages of Lined white paper. Specifications: * Beautifully Designed * Cover Finish: Glossy * Interior: White Paper, lined * 110 Pages * Hight Quality * Dimensions: (6 x 9 in) (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Perfect for personal use and great gift for a wife, husband, women, men, co-worker, boss, coach, entrepeneur or your friends.It is suitable for anyone and would make the perfect gift for birthdays, anniversaries or anything else.
"Johny Rego Art" carry a range of different notebooks and you will undoubtedly find the right one for you by checking through our different graphic options.(To view more Johny Rego Art notebooks, Visit Author Page: amazon.com/author/johnyrego) Motivational Notebook
Journal for Men and Women to Write in (Notebook, Diary) 120 Lined Pages Inspirational Quote Notebook to Write in Size 6x 9 Inches (quote Journal)
The Notebook of Success. Women Edition
Law of Success Motivational Inspirational Quotes Notebook Journal from Napoleon Hill Books
Journal for Men-Women to Write In: I'm Convinced That about Half of What Separates the Successful Entrepreneurs from the Non-successful Ones Is Pure Perseverance. , Steve Jobs
The Notebook of SUCCESS PHRSE
I Don't Know the Key to Success, But the Key to Failure Is Trying to Please Everybody.
This minimalist and classic notebook is a wonderful multi-purpose journal jotting down thoughts, and writing notes.Check out the specifications for more information. If you would like to see a sample of the notebook, Click on the "Look Inside" feature.Specifications: Dimensions: 6" x 9" paperback cover *Cover color: Black *120 pages or 60 sheet
This notebook contains a lot of motivational and inspirational quotes on each page. This book is going to inspire you in your day to day activities. It's a good book to get motivated and inspired. This journal can be given as a birthday gift, Christmas gift to your friends, family, relatives. The book contains: 6'' x 9'' Paperback Notebook 120 pages of high-quality paper with motivational and inspirational quotes on each page It can be used as a Journal, NoteBook or Diary It has a Matte Finish cover for an elegant, professional look
and feel Black and White Interior with White paper A good book to write down To-Do-List The Perfect Motivational Journal - Notebook for Every Day
When the fuzz from his sweater was pulled off by a brick wall he was leaning against, Maurice Kanbar had a brainstorm. Soon he had patented, produced and successfully promoted the D-Fuzz-It sweater comb, and made his first fortune at the age of twenty-two. In this engaging “master class” Kanbar’s real world hits and misses illustrate the concrete steps every inventor must follow to successfully take his product to market.
MGTOW Men Going Their Own Way Stop seeking approval and start getting what you want in life. Few people have dared challenge the institution of marriage, but as rates of divorce rise, the number is growing. It has been exposed that Marriage has absolutely zero benefits for men. This Awesome Notebook has: 6" x 9," 120 College Ruled Pages. Paperback Journal Softcover. Portable size for School, College, Work or Home. Great Gift for the Holidays for Coworkers, Friends, and Family. .
Positive Notebook (110 Pages, 6 X 9)
Journal Is Ideal to Use As a Journal
Inspirational Quote Notebook - Notebooks for Women and Girls | Cute Gift for Women and Girls - (journal, Notebook, Diary, Composition Book)
The Notebook of SUCCESS 2020 !! Leave Your Comfort Zone
The Success Notebook
Discipline Is The Bridge Between Your Badminton Goals And Badminton Success
Do you have trouble taking good notes or keeping your notes organized? Then "The Notebook for Success" is for you! This formatted notebook can help you take focused notes along with keeping those notes organized. On each page, there is a spot for the date, class, and topic. You can also categorize the notes as to what quiz or test they are prepping you for. There is plenty of room to write down your notes for each lecture. Finally, when your teacher
or professor hints at a specific point that is 99% sure to be on the quiz/test, you have a perfect spot at the bottom of the page to put it. This special notebook will keep your notes focused and organized so you can study better without any added stress of trying to keep track of your notes.
This spectacularly designed notebook is a wonderful multi-purpose: This is a Lined notebook for sketching journals, jotting down thoughts, ideas and writing notes. The size of paper is 8.5 by 11 inches; this drawings notebook is durable to withstand any activities and adventures. The lined paper is made with 60lb - 90 GSM paper to prevent ink leakage. The notebook is comparable to a letter-sized notebook. Specifications: Dimensions: 8.5" x 11"
(Letter Size) Layout: Lined Blank Paper Cover: Soft, matte laminated paperback cover Paper Color: White Pages: 110 Made with passion, love and inspirations for motivating the owner in positive ways.
Notes the importance of motivation and commitment over credentials, and explains how to take advantage of available resources to achieve success
The Notebook of SUCCESS PHRSE: (Best Self Help Notebook Diary) Journal for Men to Write in. 110 page (6"x9")This is a lined notebook (lined front and back). Simple and elegant. 110 pages, glossy cover and (6 x 9) inches in size.This motivational quote lined notebook is perfect for anyone to record ideas, or to use for writing and note-taking. It can be used by kids, school and college students and even adults. Specifications: - Big Size: 6x9 Inches
wide lined pages-Made in USA -Soft cover with matte lamination for durability and classy look- with inspirational quote on cover-110 page wide ruled college pages-High-quality white paper This composition book or notebook is ideal for: -Birthday Gifts for kids and adults-Special occasions-Christmas Gifts for all ages-Student's gifts-Stationery gift pack-Office workers and friends-Use as a journals or notepad And for capturing ideas and much more..
The Notebook of SUCCESS 2020 !! Don't Make Exuses
Work Hard in Silence,Let Success Make the Noise
The Law of Success Journal
The Notebook of SUCCESS 2020 !! Focus on the Positive
How to Walk the Road of Authencity
Bank Of Maharashtra Generalist Officer Exam Max Success EBook

The Notebook of SUCCESS this only notebook The book contains: - 100 ruled pages. - Each page with non-fixed date blank - Size 8.5 x 11 journal is ideal to use as a journal, planner or notebook to keep track of your daily tasks and schedule easier writing. Printed on high quality. Premium matte cover design -Printed on high quality white paper interior - Motivational positive quotes design cover
The Secret To Success
/ GIFT NOTEBOOK / NOTEBOOK FOR NOTES /JOURNALS TO WRITE IN / This minimalist and classic notebook is a wonderful multi-purpose journal jotting down thoughts, and writing notes. The notebook is made with flexible matte laminated softback cover, which helps repel liquids. Therefore, the notebook is durable to withstand any adventure. Check out the specifications for more information. If you would like to see a sample of the notebook, Click on the "Look Inside" -PRODUCT
INFORMATION : COVER: MATTE FINISH PAPER: WHITE SIZE: 6*9 INCHES PAGES: 100 P ILYA PUBLISHING NOTEBOOKS.
this notebook diary can be used by all ages (kids, school and college students, even adults). This composition is ideal for gifting it as Birthday Gifts for kids and adults, for your Special occasions, secret Santa Christmas Gifts, Student's gifts, Stationery gift for Office workers,The Success Notebook: Create Your Own Future: The Classic, Unique, Blank, Motivational Notebook is a beautifully produced, matte blank notebook, complete with 110 pages of unlined white paper which is ideal
for those who want to write down their everyday goals, thoughts that come to mind, book ideas or just reminders.It is suitable for anyone and would make the perfect gift for birthdays, anniversaries or anything else, to be used for:School workAt university or collegeAt workAt homeOn the moveOr just about anywhereWriting down our deepest thoughts and returning to them when doubt creeps in, can help to keep us motivated when we need it most.Features:*Unique design*Can be
used as a diary, journal and notebook *110 pages of lined paper*High-quality white paper *Professionally designed thick cover*Perfect for gel pen, ink or pencils*6"" x 9"" dimensions
Love Story. the Notebook of Success
The Notebook Wall Art 2020
Daily Success, Motivation and Everyday Inspiration For Your Best Year Ever
Transform Your Life By Using Adversity to Your Advantage
The Wedding
A Journal Notebook for Badminton Players, Coaches and People Who Love Playing Badminton
The The Notebook of Success: The Classic, Unique, Blank, Awesome Notebook is a beautifully produced, matte blank notebook, complete with 110 pages of unlined white paper which is ideal for those who want to write down their everyday goals, thoughts that come to mind, book ideas or just reminders. It is suitable for anyone and would make the perfect gift for birthdays, anniversaries or anything else, to be used for:
School work At university or college At work At home On the move Or just about anywhere For inspiration, motivation, creativity or just as the driving force to help you get things done, Awesome Notebooks have exactly what you need.Check out our other notebooks and find the perfect one that will suit you, or would be ideal for that special gift for a loved one. Awesome Notebooks carry a range of different notebooks
and you will undoubtedly find the right one for you by checking through our different and exciting graphic options. With the The Notebook of Success: The Classic, Unique, Blank, Awesome Notebook you have something that can be carried easily and will help you to maintain your inspiration wherever you may be. Specifications: Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Blank, White Paper,
Unlined Pages: 110 Get yours today!
SGN. The book Bank Of Maharashtra Generalist Officer Exam Max Success EBook covers all sections of the exam.
This positive quote lined notebook is perfect for anyone to record ideas, or to use for writing and note-taking. It can be used by kids, school and college students and even adults. The perfect book for taking class notes, creative writing, homework for school, and more. Makes a great and very thoughtful Valentine's, Anniversary, Birthday gift! This is a gift they're sure to keep and never forget! To view more Holly
Books notebooks, click on Holly Books Author page!
Get your free bonus gifts ($997 value) at .Get ready to turn your mess into your message!It's very simple!Your success will depend on how many adversities you can overcome. Taken together and practiced every day, this book will give you strategies that can transform your life beyond your wildest dreams!Ever wonder why some people are able to bounce back from adversity stronger, more resilient, richer, and happier
while others are simply stuck? Some people think it takes luck or good fortune to make "lemonade from lemons," but best-selling author and master real estate investor Guy Francois knows first-hand what it requires to turn adversity into advantage by using the success principles learned from adversity. Adversity is a gift. That's a bold statement to make. It is a gift if you know how to extract lessons learned from it
to propel you to succeed in every area of your life. In The Adversity Success Principles, Guy opens up about his experience with living in abject poverty in Haiti, depressed, homeless, and attempted suicide. Inside these chapters you will find success principles that Guy was able to use from his adversity to turn them to his advantage. "This wonderful, inspiring book shows you how to bounce back and grow smarter in
the face of every setback. This is a guidebook for a happy life."-Brian TracyAuthor, speaker, seminar leader The ability to reset in life is crucial to achieving the success we all hope to have. How you do it is where people get stuck. Guy does a terrific job of providing you a plan to do just that when needed. The plan is in Guy's book the work is in your control. But start at the beginning by reading The Adversity
Success Principles. You'll be glad you did."-Kevin Eastman Former NBA World Championship Coach, international speaker, and Amazon best-selling author"Adversity Success Principles offers provocative lessons, actionable plans and real-life case-studies, and makes clear what we must do every day to transform our lives and turn adversity into opportunity for success." -James Malinchak Big Money Speaker, Featured on ABC's
Hit TV Show "Secret Millionaire"
Journal for Women to Write In. the 200-Ruled-Page Notebook with 100 Inspirational Quotes from the World's Most Successful Women of Their Career!
Best Gift, Notebook, Journal, Diary (110 Pages, Blank, 6 X 9) (Awesome Notebooks)
FOCUS - Follow One Course Until Successful - Lined Journal, 6x9 Notebook, 120 Pages with Motivational and Inspirational Quotes on Each Page
The Adversity Success Principles
The Notebook of SUCCESS
The Notebook of Success
The Notebook of SUCCESS 2020 is The only notebook that has 100 of the World's Most Successful Men of their careers inspire you with their sayings daily, at every page turn!
This Law of Success blank journal contains more than 100 inspiring wisdom from Napoleon Hill. Use these wise words, inspirational and motivational quotes extracted from the law of success to bring you closer to your desires and goals you set for yourself and achieve success.This is a must have for Napoleon Hill fans and those who follows his success philosophy and his laws of success. Get inspired, get motivated as you use this blank notebook or journal to record your daily tasks and plan your day. Use it as a to-do-list book or diary and organise your life. Let each page that comes with a quote from Napoleon Hill writings
inspire you and bring you to greater heights. Success Is With You! Napoleon Hill was an American writer and philosopher. He spent much of his life studying successful people and wrote many books documenting his findings. His famous books are:The Law of Success (1928)The Magic Ladder To Success (1930)Think and Grow Rich (1937)Outwitting the Devil (1938)How to Sell Your Way through Life (1939)The Master-Key to Riches (1945)How to Raise Your Own Salary (1953)Success Through a Positive Mental Attitude (with W. ClementStone) (1959)Grow Rich!: With Peace of Mind (1967)Succeed and Grow Rich Through
Persuasion (1970)You Can Work Your Own Miracles (1971)Full Specifications: Size: 7 x 10 inchesPages: 134 lined blank pages for recording anything you desire and plan your life with more than 100 quotes from Napoleon Hill inside. Cover: Napoleon Hill quote with matte cover lamination for classy look and durability (20 covers to choose from) . Printed In the USA on white paper
This is a multi-purpose daily notebook for writing notes, journaling, doodling, list making, creative writing, school notes, and capturing ideas... It can be used as a notebook, journal, diary, or composition book. 120 pages 6x9 inches Matte-finished cover
Success is not the key to happiness - Happiness is the key to success is a simple and wise notebook for people of all ages and all genders. It is a wonderful christmas present, birthday present, wedding gift, easter present, anniversary gift and many more. The notebook contains 120 lined pages and has the size of 6x9 inches.The notebook is usable as diary, notebook, fitness diary, meal planner and more. It is made for people who are or want to be successful. This notebook is a perfect gift for people who have big dreams and want to enjoy life. A genious present for friends and family.Examples of use:
notebookdiarysketchbookcreative logbookmotivation diaryachievement diaryappointment planneragendaweekly planner6 minute diary / 5 minute diaryfood diary / meal plannerfitness diary / sports plannerdiet diary / weight loss diar
Live As If You Were to Die Tomorrow. Learn As If You Were to Live Forever. a Daily Goal Setting Planner: Journal for Men and Women to Write in and Organizer with Inspirational and Motivational Quotes
The Notebook of Success.
ATTITUDE DETERMINE SUCCESS. : Black Lined Notebook Journal , Perfect Gift for Leaders , Family , Friends , Alpha Male Romance , Business and Money , Mens , Womens/ Inspirational Quotes Journal -Notebook/ 6*9 Inches in Size 100pages .
Daily Journal, Achieve Goals, Increase Productivity and Happiness, Marble Notebook, No Date, Gift Idea, Gift for Buisnesswomen, Buisnessmen
How Ordinary People Can Achieve Extraordinary Success
Journal for Men to Write In. the 200-Ruled-Page Notebook with 100 Inspirational Quotes from the World's Most Successful Men of Their Career! Soft Cover (6"x9")

Just discovered this beautifull notebook :ATTITUDE DETERMINE SUCCESS.A small gift for motivational purpose , inspiration and self esteem .A simple lined notebook can create the best difference in the perfect hands .100 pages of white and black lines , high quality , cool design .GET YOURS NOW !!! AND CHANGE THE OTHERS TO THE BEST .this notebook is perfect for a motivational quote,the notebook movie quotes ,cute notebooks for women quotes ,notebook movie quotes ,notebook movie quotes ,business and money
,alpha male romance ,devil all the time ;gangsta quotes ,gangsta paradise ,inspirational quotes ,small thank you gifts cheap motivational books motivational interviewing motivational posters motives motivational cards motivational poster motivation motivational motivational speeches motivational gifts fearless motivation motivational quotes motivational manifesto motivational notebook
"The reason I've been able to be so financially successful is my focus has never, ever for one minute been money," Oprah Winfrey "The Notebook of SUCCESS. Women edition" is The only notebook that has 100 of the World's Most Successful Women of their careers inspire you with their sayings daily, at every page turn! The book contains: - 200 ruled pages. - Each page with non-fixed date blank. - Every double page throughout the notebook, contains 100 quotes from the 100 icons who are regarded as the greatest success
of their fields; for example, Billie Jean King, Eleanor Roosevelt, Madonna, Marie Curie, J.K. Rowling, Queen Victoria, Coco Chanel, among others. All quotable persons are women from various walks of life, while they are considered No.1 in what they do; from the first female president in Asia to the women CEOs of the S&P 500!, from the world's richest female billionaires to the youngest Nobel Peace Prize winner who is.. a woman!, or from the five-time Olympic gold medalist to the most successful female musical artist in
history, according to Guinness Book of World Records! Quotes are meticulously shortlisted so they are the most valuable & inspiring sayings that allow readers walk shoulder to shoulder with those Number Ones! For the purpose of journaling one's achievements daily, noting down quotes worth keeping, jotting down ideas, or taking notes at one's own will, "The "Notebook of SUCCESS. Women edition" would be a perfect gift for yourself, or any success determining women you know!
This journal is designed for people who love Badminton and is also a great gift on any occasion, such as: Birthday, Chirstmas, Thanksgiving etc., You can fill the notebook with all of your most precious thoughts, secrets, dreams and future plans! INSIDE THE BOOK The first page features a form where you can provide your contact details. And the rest is 119 blank lined pages that give you many opportunities to write down anything. BOOK COVER The premium matte-finish cover is sturdy and durable, so the pages won't fall
out after a few months of use. To top it all, we have an array of book cover designs to choose from. Please check out our author page to get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. THANK YOU Thank you for checking out this book and we hope you find what you are looking for. Honestly, we are just a small business, but we are passionate and committed to publishing the unique, high quality and professional journals, notebooks, sketchbooks, composition books, scorebooks, and planners.
In this stunning New York Times bestselling follow-up to The Notebook, a hardworking but distant husband vows to win back the love of his life by looking to Noah and Allie's legendary romance. After thirty years, Wilson Lewis is forced to face a painful truth: the romance has gone out of his marriage. His wife, Jane, has fallen out of love with him, and it is entirely his fault. Despite the shining example of his in-laws, Noah and Allie Calhoun, and their fifty-year love affair, Wilson himself is a man unable to express his true
feelings. He has spent too little time at home and too much at the office, leaving the responsibility of raising their children to Jane. Now his daughter is about to marry, and his wife is thinking about leaving him. But if Wilson is sure of anything, it is this: His love for Jane has only grown over the years, and he will do everything he can to save their marriage. With the memories of Noah and Allie's inspiring life together as his guide, he vows to find a way to make his wife fall in love with him...all over again. In this powerfully
moving tale of love lost, rediscovered, and renewed, Nicholas Sparks once again brings readers his unique insight into the only emotion that ultimately really matters.
The Effective Manager's Handbook for Customer Service Success
How to Handle Your Recruitment Consultant
Lined Notebook
The Notebook for Success
Field Graph Notebook Jottings Drawings Black Background White Text Design - Large 8.5 X 11 Inches - 110 Pages Notebooks and Journals, for Minimal Design, Sketching
Get from Where You Are to Where You Want to Go

Rediscover the unforgettable, heart-wrenching romance set in post-World War II North Carolina, about a young socialite who can't forget the boy who once stole her heart--now one of PBS's Top 100 "Great American Reads." Every so often a love story so captures our hearts that it becomes more than a story-it becomes an experience to remember forever. The Notebook is such a book. It is a celebration of how passion can be ageless and timeless, a tale that moves us to laughter and tears and makes us believe in true love all
over again... At thirty-one, Noah Calhoun, back in coastal North Carolina after World War II, is haunted by images of the girl he lost more than a decade earlier. At twenty-nine, socialite Allie Nelson is about to marry a wealthy lawyer, but she cannot stop thinking about the boy who long ago stole her heart. Thus begins the story of a love so enduring and deep it can turn tragedy into triumph, and may even have the power to create a miracle...
This clever and knowledgeable little book is packed full of deliciously indiscreet insider knowledge, plus utterly brilliant strategies, secrets, tips, tricks, and insights for dealing with recruitment consultants. (Careers/Job Opportunities)
The Notebook of SUCCESSJournal for Men and Women to Write in (Notebook, Diary) 120 Lined Pages Inspirational Quote Notebook to Write in Size 6x 9 Inches (quote Journal)
Do you want to achieve success? Do you want to realize your goals? Use this notebook for 60 days, and it will help you to connect the dots in your life. You will know what it takes to be successful and achieve the things that you want in your life. It holds the key to unlocking your desired future, and it is a powerful tool to redesign your life to take you from where you are now to where you want to be. This notebook will help you do the following:* Prioritize your tasks and achieve maximum productivity* Stay organized without
relying on your memory* Remove mental clutter and gain clarity* Do the important tasks to realize your goals faster* Identify "busy work" and unimportant tasks and do fewer of them* Do the things that use your strengths and empower you* Identify tasks that you do badly and outsource them * Spend more time with people who support you* Do the things that cultivate good relationships* Capture all your great ideas and turn them into opportunities* Energize and give meaning to your life* Transform yourself from a dreamer to a
go-getterThe Success Notebook is designed to record the actions that you need to take for a 60-day period. At the end of 60 days, the notebook will provide insight into the kind of actions and tasks you do each day, and you will begin to see if what you do each day is moving you closer to achieving the things you desire in life. The Success Notebook allows you to start on any day, month, and year. The notebook contains four types of pages designed for the 60-day period.1) Monthly Event page2) My Daily Actions page3) Idea
Catcher page4) Action Review pageYour success really depends on what you do today and everyday.
Millionaire's Notebook
Put Your Heart, Mind, and Soul Into Even Your Smallest Acts. This Is the Secret of Success (Best Self Help Notebook Diary) Journal for Men to Write In. 110 Page (6 X9 ): Success Phrase
The Notebook of Success Drawings Jottings Black Background White Text Design Lined Notebook - Large 8.5 X 11 Inches - 110 Pages Notebooks and Journals, for Minimal Design, Sketching
The Notebook of SUCCESS 2020 !! Believe in Yourself
Secrets from an Inventor's Notebook
Blank Lined Journal, 6x9 Inches, 120 Pages. Coworker Gag Gift Funny Office Notebook (Funny Office Journals)
Are you looking for the perfect gift that covers any writing occasion and can be also be used as a composition book, diary, writing journal? Day Writing Journals the Blank Lined Notebook Writing Journal is ideal Gifts who Love day to day writing Notebooks and Capture Thoughts.
Massive Success Is the Best Revenge: Lined Notebook
All Sections Of The Exam Covered
The Success Book
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